Abstract. Mixed nite element methods for strongly nonlinear second order elliptic problems are proposed and analyzed. Existence and uniqueness of the approximate solution are demonstrated using a xed point argument. Convergence and stability of the method are proved both with respect to mesh re nement and increase of the degree of the approximating polynomials. The analysis is carried out in detail using Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec spaces as an example. Numerical results for minimal surface problems are obtained using Brezzi-Douglas-Marini spaces. Graphs of the approximate solutions are presented for two different problems.
Introduction
We shall consider the numerical solution of the following nonlinear Dirichlet problem, which appears in many engineering applications: , P 2 i=1 @a i @x i x; u ; ru + a 0 x; u ; ru = 0; x 2 ; ux = ,gx; x 2 @ ; 1.1 where is a rectangular domain in R 2 with boundary @ .
The combination of the h and p versions of the nite element method is in widespread use, for example, in structural mechanics and uid dynamics, 1 and it has also been combined with adaptive grid generation 20 and domain decomposition 21 .
The functions a i : R R 2 ! R , in 1.1 are assumed to be as regular as needed for our arguments. We shall also assume that the quasilinear operator associated with 1.1 is elliptic in the following sense. Let x; u ; z and x; u ; z denote, respectively, the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of the matrix A = h @a i @z j i i;j=1;2 ; which we shall assume to be symmetric.
Then, for all 2 R 2 , 6 = 0, and for all x; u ; z 2 R R 2 , we have 0 x; u ; zkk 2 T A x; u ; zkk 2 : The variable x will normally be omitted in this notation.
For 1 q 1 and k any nonnegative i n teger, let W k;q = f 2 L q : D 2 L q if j j kg denote the standard Sobolev space endowed with its usual norm k k k;q; , with the obvious modi cation in the case q = 1. Let H k = W k;2 denote L 2 -based Sobolev spaces with the norm k k k = k k k;2 . In particular, the notation k k 0 will mean k k The mixed nite element method 5 approximates at the same time the solution of 1.1, u, and the ux = ,au; ru = ,a 1 u; ru; a 2 u; ru; 1.2 which is frequently the quantity that needs to befound in the problem at hand|representing, for example, a velocity eld or a stress tensor.
By the implicit function theorem 1.2 can be inverted to obtain ru as a function of u and , s a y ru = ,bu; : 2 We n o w set fu; = ,a 0 u; ru = ,a 0 u; ,bu; in 1.1. Then, the mixed weak form of 1.1 we shall consider consists of nding ; u 2 V W such that bu; ; v , div v;u = g ; v n 8v 2 V; div ; w = fu; ; w 8w 2 W; 1.3 where n denotes the unit outer normal vector to @ .
Let us consider a quasi-uniform family fT N g of decompositions of by rectangles E with boundary elements allowed to have one curved edge. We shall use an L 2 -projection onto W N , P N : L 2 ! W N , given by P N w , w; = 0 ; 2 W N ; w 2 W:
We shall also use the R-T projection of V onto V N , N : V ! V N 23 , which is locally de ned on every element E see 23 . Proof The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1.1, using 1.7 in 18
and Lemma 4 in 3 .
We will also use the following inverse-type inequalities. Proof The proof follows easily, using inequalities 1.9 in 18 and 4.6 in 22 .
The theoretical results in this paper are essentially a combination of those in 15 and 22 . However, it is possible to choose h asymptotically bounded by some power of p in such a way that the regularity required of the solution of 1.1 is less than needed for the p-version of the method. We shall indicate this reduction along the way. The second half of the paper will be devoted to addressing some of the programming problems associated with the implementation of the method and presenting results from simulations for minimal surfaces. In section 2 we shall linearize the system 1.1 and analize the linearization. In section 3 we will show that 1.4 is uniquely solvable by using a xed point argument, and that its solution N ; u N converges to ; u in V T L 4 2 L 4 . Then in section 4 we derive error estimates in L 2 for the approximation.
The last four sections will contain, respectively, the description of a Newton iteration algorithm which may beused to handle the nonlinearities of the problem, programming techniques for BDM mixed nite elements, numerical results obtained for minimal surface problems, and some concluding remarks. which implies y = 0 for large p N , or small h N . Then, q = 0 as needed.
Now it is clear from Lemma 2.3 that the functional is well-de ned.
Existence and Uniqueness
The solvability of 1.4 is now equivalent t o s h o wing that has a xed point. We state this result in the following theorem. 
L 2 -Error Estimates
In this section we shall bound the error of the solution of the h-p version for problem 1.1. In order to simplify the notation, from now on we shall omit the subindex N on the parameters h and p. We can state now our result concerning the existence and convergence of the Newton iterates, which follows immediately from Lemma 5.1. 
Programming techniques with BDM Spaces
We shall apply now the numerical methods described in Section 5 to approximate the solution of the minimal surface problem ,div ru 1+jruj 2 1=2 = 0 8x 2 ; u = ,g 8x 2 @ :
The approximation we nd is based on the BDM Brezzi-Douglas-Marini spaces 6 which are based on polynomials of some xed total degree, rather than on tensor products. Consequently, the local dimension of these spaces is much smaller than those of the corresponding Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec spaces.
We give now a brief description of the BDM spaces. Let p 1 and let T h = fE i g be such that the length of each side of E i is h. We base the nite element space for the approximation of the scalar function u on polynomials of total degree not exceeding p , 1 6.4
Here we shall consider = 0; 1 2 . For the minimal surface problem we consider, the mixed nite element formulation 1.4 is simply bu N ; N ; v , div v;u N = g ; v n 8v 2 V N ; div v;w = 0 8w 2 W N :
We use the iterative algorithm which w as described in Section 5 in order to solve this nonlinear algebraic system. Since in this case , 1 = 0 , , 2 = 0, and = 0 in 5.1, then we h a ve the following simpler iteration algorithm: Bu n ; n n+1 , n ; v , div v;u n+1 = ,bu n ; n ; v + g ; v n ; v 2 V N ; div n+1 ; w = 0 ; w 2 W N ; We shall show next how to select a local basis of V N to avoid di culties with the necessary continuity in the normal direction across inter-element boundaries when we extend the local basis to a global basis. At the same time, we shall obtain a sparse matrix associated with the system of equations 6.8 at each iteration step.
Recall that p is the degree of the approximating piecewise polynomials in V N . We n o w c hoose a basis on the reference element R = ,1; The knowledge of the exact solution allows us to compute the actual errors of each approximation we nd, and thus we are able to compare the e ective rates of convergence in h for a xed p and in p for a xed h, with the theoretically predicted ones, Theorem 4.1.
We present in We also present i n T ables 7.1 and 7.2 the errors in the approximation of u and both in L 2 and in L 1 , in correspondence with the numerical solutions depicted in Figures 7.1 and 7 .2 using the boundary condition given by 7.1. These give an idea of the e ective performance of the method with respect to mesh re nement " h-version".
The error in L 2 was computed using numerical integration. The exact solution for this problem is not known. The rst picture in Figure 7 .3 depicts the approximation computed using a very ne mesh, h = 1=20, and p = 2 . The second picture depicts the approximation computed on a coarse mesh, h = 1 =2, with polynomials of high degree, p = 15.
Conclusions and Future Directions
We have shown that the h and the p versions of the mixed nite element method can be combined for the numerical solution of quite general nonlinear second order elliptic problems in divergence form. The resulting methods have m uch better convergence than the p version without mesh re nement, both in the regularity required of the exact solution and|although we h a ve not indicated them|in the CPU times needed for the computations.
The theoretical results have some serious restrictions. First, they require either a very regular solution, u 2 H 7=2+" , or extremely ne meshes, h p ,k . Secondly, there is a requirement that the domain be rectangular in order to be able to use approximation estimates for the Raviart-Thomas projection in the p version of the mixed method. Such estimates only exist on domains which are unions of rectangles and there does not seem to exist an easy way to extend them to domains with curved boundaries.
As it frequently happens, numerical simulations seem to indicate that these restrictions may bearti cial, that is, due to the nature of the proof of these results. In fact, using fairly coarse meshes and polynomials of low degree, one can still see the numerical approximations converge.
The computational results are quite satisfactory. As indicated by the gures, the numerical approximations are quite good even with relatively coarse meshes and polynomials of low degree.
Several extensions of this work should bepursued. It would behighly desirable to have error estimates available on domains with curved boundary, as well as on non-convex domains. It would also bevery useful to reduce the regularity required of the solution of the di erential problem without having to require extremely ne meshes.
